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ABSTRACT 

Technological advances in portable electronic devices and their consumption pattern has stimulated the 

demand for smaller-sized, more efficient batteries. However, the tradeoff of the materials components of the 

batteries are heavy metals and present high toxicity, which brings about safety of use and disposal concerns. 

One of the components of the batteries involving important environmental and safety impacts are the 

electrolytes; for example, sulfuric acid, highly reactive and corrosive to metals and skin, present in lead-acid 

batteries widely employed in automobile industry. As an alternative electrolyte, this work presents the physical-

chemical and electrochemical characterization of just-extracted orange juice as battery electrolyte, considering 

its renewable source, high availability and easiness of disposal. Juice has been studied from three fruit Citrus 

sinensis species: “Valência”, “Navelina” and “Céu”. The best performance corresponded to “Valência”, 

whose pH was the lowest (3.37) and conductivity the highest (4.16 mS); in addition, this electrolyte developed 

the highest potential difference between Cu and Zn (0.9 V). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Technology has eased the people routine with the employment of useful devices that help during 

quotidian activities, like portable electronics [1], wearable technology [2] and microchips [3]. Thus, 

the mobility of those devices requires smaller and more efficient conversion and store energy 

components [4]. The International Data Corporation (IDC) foresees that 240 million portable devices, 

like smart clothes and watches, will be available to consumers in 2021[2, 5]. Aiming to satisfy the 

growing energy demand of these devices, the use of batteries has increased, with the worry of their 

safe use and disposal due to the heavy metals and dangerous electrolytes that are part of them [15], as 

in the lead-acid and nickel-cadmium batteries [6]. 

In consequence, diverse organizations and researchers from different expertise have discussed the use 

of new materials as alternative renewable energy sources as substitution for fossil fuels [7], aiming 

sustainability [8]. In 2015, United Nations established an agenda with goals for sustainable 

development to fulfill until 2030; one of the goals pursuits to “ensure access to affordable, reliable, 

sustainable and modern energy for all” [9]. Through this goal, UN remarks the need for alternative 

energy sources and recognizes that about 1.3 billion people has not access to electricity [9]. 
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Solar and wind energy have been widely studied as renewable sources alternative to fossil fuels, due 

to their abundance and availability [10]. However, they involve important costs of distribution 

especially for farthest, almost isolated regions; for this application, energy microgeneration presents 

an interesting alternative. Energy microgeneration consists in the low-carbon electricity production, 

for which obtaining materials easily found in nature can be employed, which means the possibility of 

electricity access in hard-to-reach places [6]. With the investment in diversity of energy sources, 

sustainable production growth and the increase of the electricity offer can be expected [11]. In this 

way, consumers can choose among more environmentally friendly options and sustainable 

technologies will be more accessible to people in general [6-10]. 

Recently, new materials have been explored as low-toxicity battery electrolytes [7]. The electrolyte is 

responsible for the electrical energy conversion and storage and is commonly based on hard-to-

manipulate and hard-disposal substances [22]. Simulated human sweat have been studied as 

electrolyte for wearable flexible batteries among those alternative electrolytes [2]. Jell-O based micro 

batteries, with non-corrosive electrolyte, have also been considered as highly safe, low-cost 

alternatives for ingestible micro devices in medicine [3]. Other studies have focused on seawater as 

battery electrolyte for military and commercial purposes [10, 12]. Other natural substrates, such as 

lemon, tangerine and orange leaves, have also been studied as electrolytes for the design of portable 

micro batteries [6]. 

From the design perspective, relationship between the development of electronics and the concept of 

sustainable development is still under construction, in special the acknowledgment of design 

environmental impact along the whole product conception until its disposal [13, 14]. In addition, 

design conceptions do not use to consider environmental variables, which leads to unsustainable 

scenarios [16]. On the opposite, eco design is based on environmental requirements during product 

conception and development, like the avoidance of toxic and perilous materials in products and the 

use of renewable and biodegradable materials. 

Following these lines, the aim of this work is to characterize natural orange (Citrus sinensis) juice as 

battery electrolyte for copper – zinc cells. This electrolyte was chosen due to its renewable origin and 

its availability in Brazil. In 2014, the world production of oranges was of 51 million tonne [19]; 17.8 

million tonne were produced by Brazil, which makes of the country the first producer of this fruit 

[18], followed by the United States [19]. The fruits selected in this study were among the main species 

of grown oranges in the State of Rio Grande do Sul: “Valência”, “Navelina” and “Céu” (Figure 1) 

[24]. The “Valencia” variety is intended for fruit consumption and high juice production, due to its 

acidity. The “Navelina” variety is mainly consumed as fruit, because its juice gets bitter very fast. The 

"Céu" variety is also mainly consumed as fruit because it is the least acidic variety [24]. 

Oranges are rich in citric and ascorbic acids, which enhances their electrochemical behavior [20]. 

Orange juice is also considered non-toxic, renewable and biodegradable. The former properties 

together with the high availability of the feedstock are key requirements for low environmental impact 

materials for design [17]. 

 

 
Figure 1. Fruit varieties selected for study. a) “Valência” orange b) “Navelina” orange c) “Céu” orange. 

This research was organized in the following stages: material selection and preparation, 

physicochemical characterization of orange juice and electrochemical characterization tests using 

orange juice as electrolyte in cells with copper and zinc electrodes. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1. Materials selection and preparation 

In this study, only natural juice was used. Fruits were acquired from the same supplier. New juice was 

extracted before each test. Juice preparation was handmade: fruits were washed with water from the 

municipal distribution supply, cut in two moieties and the juice was extracted aided with a manual 

extractor. In order to reduce the solid matter and to obtain a more homogeneous juice, 65 mesh filter 

was employed. An average of 123 ml juice per fruit was extracted; the mean mass of each fruit was of 

148 g. After filtration, there was a 14% reduction in juice volume. 

2.2. Physical-chemical characterization 

Physical-chemical characterization of the studied orange juice involved pH and conductivity 

determination. pH is a measure of acidity of aqueous solutions, being more acidic when values are 

less than 7.00 and more alkaline when values are higher than 7.00 [6]. pH was measured with Sanxin 

MP 521 Lab pH/Conductivity Meter at 23 °C; orange juice was stirred before the measurements. 

Conductivity was evaluated to compare the electrical character of the electrolytes, employing a Bel 

Engineering W12D Conductivity Meter at 23 °C. 

2.3 Electrochemical characterization 

Two-electrode electrochemical cells were mounted employing Zn and Cu plates with dimensions of 

33mmx3mmx1mm as electrodes (purity 99%). Electrodes were chosen given their standard reduction 

potential values and the availability of the materials. Cells were mounted employing Eppendorf® 

micro tubes of 1.5 ml; cuts were done on the cover of the micro tube to insert the electrodes. 

Electrodes were sanded with sanding paper and fixed. A polypropylene separator was used inside the 

micro tube, given its chemical inertness regarding orange juice, easiness to find and reuse possibility. 

Open circuit potential (OCP) was monitored with digital multimeter Minipa ET-1002, considering 

fruit variety, volume of the electrolyte and materials degradation. 

 

Figure 2. Electrochemical cell assembly. a) Cell components b) Mounted cell c) Scheme of the electrodes and 

separator fixation.  

In order to verify the effect fruit variety, an acrylic grid was employed to organize 27 cells as 

displayed in Figure 3. Each column of the grid corresponds to a different fruit variety; three samples 

of each variety were placed. 1.5 ml electrolyte was placed in the Eppendorf® micro tube, as shown in 

Figure 3. For this, the potential was performed a single potential reading. 
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Figure 3. Grid for the open circuit potential monitoring of the 27 cells assembled. A: Cells with “Valência” 

orange juice. B: Cells with “Navelina” orange juice. C: Cells with “Céu” orange juice. 

Electrolyte volume influence was evaluated in a 25 cell-grid (Figure 4); 1.5 ml Eppendorf® micro 

tubes were cut in different dimensions to reach the volumes 1.0 ml, 0.8 ml, 0.6 ml, 0.4 ml and 0.2 ml, 

with a cutting machine (Buehler IsoMet Low Speed). Five samples were placed to measure the error. 

Only the juice with the best result (higher OCP) in the experiment of the orange variety influence. 

OCP was monitored for 15 days, at 23 °C. Despite the electrode area does not affect the OCP [21,22], 

considering the low-scale energy generation, the goal of this test is to identify the minimum 

electrolyte amount necessary for the electrochemical reaction to take place. 

 

Figure 4. Grid for the open circuit potential monitoring of the electrolyte volume variation study:  

a) 1,0ml b) 0,8ml c) 0,6ml d) 0,4ml and e) 0,2ml. 

Knowing the origin of the electrolyte, during electrochemical reactions, it can suffer any type of 

degradation. So, aiming to identify possible OCP variation promoted by the electrolyte degradation 

and electrodes redox processes, 5 cells were prepared (Figure 5) and their OCP monitored for 15 days. 

1.5 ml juice in Eppendorf® micro tubes were employed. Mass of the electrodes was measured with 

analytical balance (Quimis Q500l210c) before and after the immersion test. Only the juice with the 

highest OCP was tested. Samples were maintained at temperature of 23 °C. 

 
Figure 5. Grid for monitoring open circuit potential of material degradation study. 
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Physical-chemical characterization 

pH and conductivity of the electrolytes are presented in Table 1. For the fruits of “Valência” and 

“Navelina” varieties pH values were acidic; meanwhile, Céu varity pH was neutral. All juices had 

important conductivity values; however, juice extracted from “Valência” oranges presented the 

highest conductivity, “Navelina” the intermediate value and “Céu” was the less conductive 

electrolyte. Due to these properties, the electrolyte with better perspective to be a good electrolyte is 

the “Valência” juice, since its lower pH is highly desirable for battery applications because acidic 

electrolytes promote anode oxidation, as well as its high conductivity, which allows ionic transport 

[6]. 

Table 1. pH and conductivity for the juices of the three studied varieties. 

Sample pH Conductivity (mS) Temperature (°C) 

Valência (A) 3,37 4,16 24°C 

Navelina (B) 3,60 3,20 24°C 

Céu (C) 6,58 2,87 24°C 

 

3.2 Electrochemichal characterization 

Electrochemical characterization was conducted evaluating the OCP variation influenced by the fruit 

variety, electrolyte volume and materials degradation. Regarding fruit variety (Table 2), OCP 

presented good repeatability for the replicates when employing the same orange variety, which can be 

related to uniformity of composition of the orange units of each variety. Cell potential when in 

presence of “Valência” oranges was the highest: 0.91 ± V. Meanwhile, “Navelina” and “Céu” 

varieties presented average OCP of 0.87 V and 0.81 V in this order, having an average standard 

deviation of 0,047134. These values are in agreement with those of pH and conductivity. In 

consequence, the following tests will be conducted with juice coming from “Valência” orange. 

Table 2. Open circuit potential of the three fruit varieties. 

Valência  

(A) 

Navelina 

(B) 

Céu 

(C) 

A1 A2 A3 B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3 

0.93 0.90 0.94 0.82 0.89 0.86 0.82 0.82 0.81 

0.91 0.90 0.94 0.87 0.89 0.88 0.82 0.82 0.81 

0.90 0.91 0.92 0.89 0.87 0.89 0.80 0.80 0.80 

When the electrolyte volume influence was evaluated (Figure 6), cell potential (V) during the first 

measurement the OCP values were the same, close to 0.9 V. But after 8 days, the sample with the 

lowest volume (0.2 ml) presented 0.0 V. Cells with 0.4 ml and 0.6 ml developed important OCP 

oscillations after 8 days; meanwhile cells with 1.0 and 0.8 ml were very stable along the whole 

experiment and closer to the initial 0.9 V. Despite the electrolyte volume does not affect initially the 

OCP value of the cell [22], with time, OCP tends to lose its stability, which means, the reduction of 

the useful life of the battery. It takes place due to the consumption of the species involved in the redox 

reaction as well as the increase of the ohmic drop. 
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Figure 6. OCP for cells with different electrolyte volume. 

As observed in the former tests, the cells with more volume of electrolyte developed better, stable 

performance when compared to the other ones. Therefore, this was the established volume for cell 

sizing. In order to evaluate the influence of the electrodes and electrolyte materials degradation, OCP 

was monitored for 15 days. All cells displayed the same OCP pattern: cell potential was stable until 

10th day; after this time, cell potential oscillated between 0.9 V and 0.0 V, due to the modification of 

the juice components and the redox processes that take place in the electrodes.  

 
Figure 7. Evaluation of the influence of the electrode degradation on cell OCP. 

Aiming to estimate the presence of redox processes, mass loss was determined, and the results appear 

in Table 3. An average reduction of 2.62% for the Zn electrodes and 0.41% for the Cu plates were 

found. The important mass loss at the Zn electrode is explained by the dissolution of this metal 

towards the electrolyte; on the other hand, Cu suffers reduction, which consists in electron accepting 

by the cathode. This mass variation confirms the processes of corrosion of Zn (chemical energy) to 

produce electrical energy. Sample A5 presented the lowest mass loss, maybe because it reached 0.0 V 

before the other samples could. Samples A1 – A4 developed 1.5 V even at the end of the experiment. 
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Table 3.  Mass (g) of the electrodes before and after immersion for 15 days in orange juice.  

Sample Initial mass (g) Final mass (g) Mass loss (%) 

Zn  Cu  Zn  Cu Zn  Cu  

A1 0.5024 0.7801 0.4904 0.7766 2.38% 0.44% 

A2 0.4958 0.7083 0.4826 0.7059 2.66% 0.33% 

A3 0.5078 0.7975 0.4854 0.7946 4.41% 0.36% 

A4 0.5070 0.7879 0.4963 0.7820 2.11% 0.74% 

A5 0.4994 0.7377 0.4917 0.7361 1.54% 0.21% 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Orange juice coming from three different orange varieties has been tested as electrolyte for Cu-Zn 

battery. The best performance among the studied varieties corresponded to “Valência” orange, whose 

pH and conductivity were the highest when compared to the juices of “Navelina” and “Céu” varieties. 

“Valência” orange juice promoted the highest potential difference for the Cu-Zn couple, 0.9 V. The 

cell employing this juice kept this potential for 10 days with 1.5 ml electrolyte. In addition, 0.2 ml 

was enough volume to produce energy in low scale for 8 days. These results allow proposing new 

low-cost alternatives to diversify the energy sources and to turn it more accessible. For this reason, 

design professionals and researchers play an important role at the materials selected for the energy 

generation devices, to supply more environmentally friendly and more accessible technologies for 

battery design. 

V. FUTURE WORKS 

Future works point out the cell association for obtaining high voltages or current, useful life 

determination of the battery and the possibility of juice refill, the evaluation of wasted orange juice 

because it is considered improper for consumption, and the development of a portable device that can 

be easily fed with natural electrolytes available in nature. 
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